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INSTRUCTION OF THE REMOTE CONTROL FOR CCT

PANEL
MANNEL FOR THE REMOTE CONTROL

1.Diagram

Remote battery type：CR2032 3V

2.Technical Parameter：

PCB No. Emission Frequency
Stand-by Power

Consumption
Operating Current

V1.0 2400-2483.5MHz 3uA 12mA

Remote Control Dista

nce
Modulation System Transmitting Power Battery

50M GFSK 10dB button cell

3、Basic Function：

①. Connect the remote control：The remote control must connect with led panel through 2.4G signal

before use, or it is useless。Press the key 3times within 5 seconds after geting through

the electricty，in the meantime the light flash 3times，the remote control is set sucessfully,

the lamp could be turned on /off by key after setting；and in the case of turning on

the lamp.the other function of the remote control is working.

②. Disconnect the remote control：In some special case, it need to be terminated the panel is

connected to the control of the remote control, the way is：press the key 5times within
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5 seconds after getting through the electricty, in the meantime the light flash 3times，the

remote control is released successfully, the remote control couldn’t control this lamp anymore.

③. Multiple control ：it could be controlled many lamps by one remote control ,The premise

is to use the same remote control to connect the led panel respectively,for example：all lamps

will be changed to Natural white when press key 。Theoretically ,one remote control

could control many lamps(>100pcs) as long as the distant within 50m，the effective control

distant may be shorten if the lamps in different rooms.

One remote control control N lamps in the same time

④.Color temperature adjustable and dimming：press or long press 、 is rise up or down

the color temperature；press or long press 、 is dimming the brightness of

the lamp , brighten or darken.

⑤.Memory function :remember the change of the lamp status every time

⑥.lamp mode：Turn on the lamp，press ，the light switch to Natural white；press ，

the light switch to warm white；press ，the light switch to Natural white；press ，

the light switch to nigh light status, At that moment, the brightness of lamps turn into the

dim light，power consumption is greatly reduced.

⑦.Status memory function：After turning on the lamp，please adjust to the favorite light，

long press or ,the lamp will store this status，No matter how to adjust the lamps ,

only if you press or ，the lamp will be adjusted to your favorite light。

⑧．Normally ,The battery of the remote control, life in a year or so, if the remote control

is out of control ,like error sensitivity or slow response, please replace the battery in time.


